An optical associative memory system suitable for both auto-and hetero-associative recall is demonstrated. This system utilizes Hamming distance as the similarity measure between a binary input and a memory image with the aid of a 2 -D optical EXCLUSIVE OR (XOR) gate and a parallel electronics comparator module. Based on the Hamming distance measurement, this optical associative memory performs a nearest neighbor search and the result is displayed in the output plane in real -time. This optical associative memory is fast and noniterative and produces no output spurious states as compared with that of the Hopfield neural network model.
INTRODUCTION
Self-organization and collective computation capability are the distinctive advantages of neural nets as compare with the conventional signal processing (1) . One of the most important neural net model is the associative memory. Among all the associative memory models, Hopfield neural net model (2) has been proved to be suitable for optical implementation. Architectures proposed for the optical implementation of the Hopfield model include vector matrix multiplier model (3, 4) and holographic correlator model (5, 6) . There are several basic limitations associative with the Hopfield associative memory model. In the Hopfield neural net, the weights of the interconnection matrix are formulated by summing up the outer product of each of the memory vectors. The stable states produced by the iterative multiplication , thresholding and feedback may represent only local minima of the energy landscape associated with the system. Thus, spurious states may be obtained as the result of the associative recall (7) . The performance of the Hopfield model also starts to deteriorate as the number of stored memory images increase beyond the limit of M <_ 0.15N, where M is the number of the stored images and N is the number of neurons. Hopfield neural network model is generally suitable for auto -associative recall. To conduct a hetero-associative recall, system has to be modified to have a bidirectional structure that allows forward and backward information flow for two -way associative search (8) . In this paper, we introduce an innovative concept of an optical associative memory. This system performs an noniterative nearest neighbor search based on the shortest Hamming distance measurements between an input and each of the stored images. This optical feedforward network produces no spurious state and is suitable for both auto -associative and hetero-associative recalls. Moreover, high system storage capacity can be obtained since this capacity is only limited to the space -bandwidth-product of the spatial light modulators utilized in the associative memory.
HAMMING DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING AN OPTICAL XOR GATE
Hamming distance is the total different bits between two binary vectors under comparison and perhaps is the best -known measure of similarity (1) . The hamming distance between two binary vectors can be measured by using the EXCLUSIVE -OR (XOR) function. Learning the EXCLUSIVE -OR has been the classic difficult problem because it is a nonlinearity separable problem. This learning can be done by training the hidden unit of a multilayer neural net (9) . However, the training may require thousands of iterations of the fast learning rules. EXCLUSIVE -OR can also be implemented with high -order neural networks with much higher speed ( 10) . However, optical implementation of a high -order neural net is a much more involved problem. In this paper we propose to utilize an optical XOR gate to perform the Hamming distance measure. The advantage of using optical XOR gate is that it is suitable for the processing of 2 -D binary images, in one -step with a high space -bandwidth product.
The principle of operation of a 2 -D optical XOR gate is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This optical XOR gate is comprised of two spatial light modulators (SLM) placed in tandem. The requirements of the SLMs are as follows: First, these SLMs have to be based on polarization modulation (11, 12 ) (e.g. LCLV, MOD, LCTV etc.). Second, when the input is 1, the polarization state of the light, upon passing through the SLM, is rotated by 90 °. While as the input is 0 °, the polarization state of the input light remains unchanged. As shown in Fig. i , two binary vectors Vk and Vm are stored in two SLMs respectively. The firstSLM is illuminated by horizontally polarized light beams. The corresponding polarization state of each light beam passing through each element of vectors Vk and Vm is as indicated in Fig. 1 . Upon exiting from the analyzer, light beams
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The principle of operation of a 2-D optical XOR gate is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This optical XOR gate is comprised of two spatial light modulators (SLM) placed in tandem. The requirements of the SLMs are as follows: First, these SLMs have to be based on polarization modulation (11, 12 ) (e.g. LCLV, MOD, LCTV etc.). Second, when the input is 1, the polarization state of the light, upon passing through the SLM, is rotated by 90°. While as the input is 0°, the polarization state of the input light remains unchanged. As shown in Fig. 1 , two binary vectors Vk and Vm are stored in two SLMs respectively. The firstSLM is illuminated by horizontally polarized light beams. The corresponding polarization state of each light beam passing through each element of vectors Vk and Vm is as indicated in Fig. 1 . Upon exiting from the analyzer, light beams passing through the ( 0,0) and (1,1) vector elements are totally blocked out and result in dark states. Light beams passing through the (0,1) and (1,0) vector elements are unblocked and results in bright states. This is exactly the XOR function. By downloading two arbitrary binary vectors into these SLMs, the Hamming distance between these vectors can be instantly obtained by integrating the total exiting light beams using an integration lens. 
XOR gate based optical associative memory
The schematic diagram of a XOR gate based optical associative memory is shown in Fig. 2 . This associative memory consists of a shortest Hamming distance detection module and an associative recall module. The shortest Hamming distance detection module include a 2 -D optical XOR gate and a shortest Hamming distance detection electronics module. In order to simultaneously compare an input vector with a number of stored memory vectors. A replication holographic element is inserted between the two cascaded SLMs of the optical XOR gate. The input is spatially multiplexed into M identical images before multiplied with the M stored images. In the output plane of the integration lens, M light spots, whose intensities are proportional to the Hamming distances between the input and the stored images , are detected by an array of photodiodes. These photodiodes linearly convert the light intensity to electrical signals. An array of digital parallel comparators compare these M signal intensities. The electronics module outputs a high level signal (i.e. 5 volt) at the output node associated with the lowest input signal with the lowest intensity( i.e. of the shortest Hamming distance). Low level output signals (0 volt) will be given to all the other M -1 output nodes.
The associative recall module consists of a LED array, a collimating lenslet array, a SLM storing the M memory vectors, an imaging lens, and an output screen. Only the high level output from the electronics module will turn on the corresponding LED and in turn display the stored memory vector onto the output screen. It is emphasized here that since the similarity measurements among the input and the stored vectors are completed in the shortest Hamming distance detection module, the associative recall module only serves as a look -up table and, thus, has the freedom of performing either auto-associative or hetero-associative recalls. For example, in the case of recalling human face images, the recalled output can be either the face image that is most similar to the input or the name of the person associated with that face image.
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The associative recall module consists of a LED array, a collimating lenslet array, a SLM storing the M memory vectors, an imaging lens, and an output screen. Only the high level output from the electronics module will turn on the corresponding LED and in turn display the stored memory vector onto the output screen. It is emphasized here that since the similarity measurements among the input and the stored vectors are completed in the shortest Hamming distance detection module, the associative recall module only serves as a look-up table and, thus, has the freedom of performing either auto-associative or hetero-associative recalls. For example, in the case of recalling human face images, the recalled output can be either the face image that is most similar to the input or the name of the person associated with that face image. 
SHORTEST HD DETECTION
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS
TO DISPLAY MODULE
Several experiments have been performed to demonstrate the capability of auto-and hetero-associative recalls using this proposed optical associative memory. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 3 . Liquid crystal television spatial light modulators ( LCTV SLM ) were utilized in both the shortest Hamming distance detection module and the associative recall module. There are two advantages associated with using the LCTV SLM. A LCTV is operated in a transmission mode that greatly simplifies the optical system architecture. A LCTV is also an electrically addressable device that takes input signals from both TV camera and computer. This enables us to control the optical associative memory with a computer and frame grabbers. As shown in Fig. 3 , an input images is picked up by a CCD TV camera and fed into a frame grabber. This image is electronically spatially replicated into M identical images and then downloaded into an input LCTV ( the reason for using electronics instead of optical replication is to increase the light throughput). These input images are then multiplied with M memory images stored in the second LCTV. In the ideal case, as described in a previous section, the M output images of the XOR gate should be of only binary-valued pixels. However, since the LCTV is not able to rotate the polarization state of an incoming beam by 900, the resultant output polarization states corresponding to the (0,0) pair and the (1,1) pair are not differed by exactly 180 °. Thus the analyzer is not able to simultaneously block out light beams passing through the (0,0) and (1, 1) pairs. This will build up an bias light level that could severely affect the accuracy of the Hamming distance measurements. In order to circumvent this drawback, a liquid crystal light valve is inserted between the XOR gate and the electronics module as a soft thresholding device. By biasing the LCLV at a frequency of about 2 kHz and a voltage of 6 Vrms, the equivalent contrast (gamma value) of the LCLV will be increased from 0.85 ( obtained under the normal bias condition, 10 kHz, and 10 Vrms) to 1.7. The LCLV was proved to be an effective thresholding device to suppress the light level associated with the (0,0) and (1,1) pairs into total dark states. A lenslet array was used to focus the exiting light beams into M light spots. An electronics breadboard was used to perform the shortest Hamming distance selection and results was sent into the associative recall module. 
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Several experiments have been performed to demonstrate the capability of auto-and hetero-associative recalls using this proposed optical associative memory. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 3 . Liquid crystal television spatial light modulators (LCTV SLM) were utilized in both the shortest Hamming distance detection module and the associative recall module. There are two advantages associated with using the LCTV SLM. A LCTV is operated in a transmission mode that greatly simplifies the optical system architecture. A LCTV is also an electrically addressable device that takes input signals from both TV camera and computer. This enables us to control the optical associative memory with a computer and frame grabbers. As shown in Fig. 3 , an input images is picked up by a CCD TV camera and fed into a frame grabber. This image is electronically spatially replicated into M identical images and then downloaded into an input LCTV (the reason for using electronics instead of optical replication is to increase the light throughput). These input images are then multiplied with M memory images stored in the second LCTV. In the ideal case, as described in a previous section, the M output images of the XOR gate should be of only binary-valued pixels. However, since the LCTV is not able to rotate the polarization state of an incoming beam by 90°, the resultant output polarization states corresponding to the (0,0) pair and the (1,1) pair are not differed by exactly 180°. Thus the analyzer is not able to simultaneously block out light beams passing through the (0,0) and (1, 1) pairs. This will build up an bias light level that could severely affect the accuracy of the Hamming distance measurements. In order to circumvent this drawback, a liquid crystal light valve is inserted between the XOR gate and the electronics module as a soft thresholding device. By biasing the LCLV at a frequency of about 2 kHz and a voltage of 6 Vrms, the equivalent contrast (gamma value) of the LCLV will be increased from 0.85 ( obtained under the normal bias condition, 10 kHz, and 10 Vrms) to 1.7. The LCLV was proved to be an effective thresholding device to suppress the light level associated with the (0,0) and (1,1) pairs into total dark states. A lenslet array was used to focus the exiting light beams into M light spots. An electronics breadboard was used to perform the shortest Hamming distance selection and results was sent into the associative recall module. Fig. 3 Experimental setup of the XOR gate based optical associative memory In our experimental demonstrations, four model cars, as shown in Fig. 4a , were used as the stored memory images (these cars are also marked as object #1 to #4 respectively, numbers are incremented from left to right, high to low). In the first associative recall experiment, objects #1 was replicated into four identical images ( as shown in Fig. 4b) , and fed into the optical XOR gate. The corresponding output images from the XOR gate is shown in Fig. 5a . From Fig. 5a , it is seen that the XOR output image in the upper left corner is nearly totally dark, the visible edges of the object was a result of slight misalignment. Fig. 5a demonstrates the effectiveness of the optical XOR gate. The upper left light spot is obviously with the lowest intensity, and hence the shortest Hamming distance. The result of the auto -associative recall is shown in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6b shows the results of the hetero-associative recall. In Fig. 6b , "TOYOTA ", the manufacturer's name of the car, is stored in the associative recall module and displayed on the output screen. In a second experiment, A "PORSCHE" sports car (as shown in Fig. 4c ) was used as the input. The corresponding XOR output is displayed in Fig. 5b . The resultant auto-and hetero-associative recalls are shown in Fig. 6c and 6d respectively. In our experimental demonstrations, four model cars, as shown in Fig. 4a , were used as the stored memory images (these cars are also marked as object #1 to #4 respectively, numbers are incremented from left to right, high to low). In the first associative recall experiment, objects #1 was replicated into four identical images ( as shown in Fig. 4b) , and fed into the optical XOR gate. The corresponding output images from the XOR gate is shown in Fig. 5a . From Fig. 5a , it is seen that the XOR output image in the upper left corner is nearly totally dark, the visible edges of the object was a result of slight misalignment. Fig. 5a demonstrates the effectiveness of the optical XOR gate. The upper left light spot is obviously with the lowest intensity, and hence the shortest Hamming distance. The result of the auto-associative recall is shown in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6b shows the results of the hetero-associative recall. In Fig. 6b , "TOYOTA", the manufacturer's name of the car, is stored in the associative recall module and displayed on the output screen. In a second experiment, A "PORSCHE" sports car (as shown in Fig. 4c ) was used as the input. The corresponding XOR output is displayed in Fig. 5b . The resultant auto-and hetero-associative recalls are shown in Fig. 6c and 6d respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an efficient and versatile optical associative memory. This associative memory is able to perform a direct nearest neighbor search based on shortest Hamming distance measurement. Since this search is noniterative and does not use an feedback mechanism, spurious output states can be totally avoided. The proposed optical architecture is suitable for both auto -associative and hetero-associative recalls. Optical implementations of this associative memory is obtained with using a 2 -D XOR gate. The storage capacity of this associative memory is not limited to the ratio of the length of the input vector and the number of stored vectors as compared with that of the Hopfield model.
We have presented an efficient and versatile optical associative memory. This associative memory is able to perform a direct nearest neighbor search based on shortest Hamming distance measurement. Since this search is noniterative and does not use an feedback mechanism, spurious output states can be totally avoided. The proposed optical architecture is suitable for both auto-associative and hetero-associative recalls. Optical implementations of this associative memory is obtained with using a 2-D XOR gate. The storage capacity of this associative memory is not limited to the ratio of the length of the input vector and the number of stored vectors as compared with that of the Hopfield model.
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